
Permanent HLC Holder*

Questions or concerns? Contact us at
+1-844-737-7371 or whiz-support@softbankrobotics.com

We recommend ordering 1 Permanent HLC 
Holder for each HLC Sticker that you’d like to 
replace

You’ll also need to order new HLC Stickers 
which match/correspond to the current 
sticker #s you’ll be replacing

Your routes and HLC location are A+ 
quality and will not need to be 
changed/moved

The environment is approved as a fit:
• No harsh reflections or light
• Location not prone to scratching

Incorrect installation will require complete 
RE-MAPPING of the entire space

The adhesive is permanent and may damage 
walls upon removal

ORDERING GUIDANCE BEFORE INSTALLATION

* Acrylic holders cannot be removed easily and look like a more permanent part of a building environment.

We recommend 3-4 weeks of observation, post deployment, before switching to the permanent HLC Holder.

INSTALLATION STEPS

1. Care needs to be taken to place the replacement HLC in the exact same spot on the wall to avoid problems with
route runs

2. Mark the location of your current HLC:
a. Outline the HLC with a pencil
b. Remove HLC

3. Take a new HLC sticker (with the EXACT same HLC #) and drop it into the Permanent HLC Holder. Do not remove the
sticker backing on the HLC.

4. Prepare to affix the Permanent HLC Holder
a. Hold the Holder vertically so the closed side is down (open side up), which allows the HLC to sit in the holder

without falling out
b. Remove the adhesive backing to the Permanent HLC Holder

5. Affix the Permanent HLC Holder to the pencil marked outline on the wall
a. Place Permanent HLC Holder in the exact same outline as the previous sticker
b. Line up the top of the HLC holder with the top of your pencil tracing on the wall and then lower the bottom to

align and then press into the wall firmly for 30 seconds

NOTE: Once the HLC code is inside of the HLC holder, it may be tricky to remove. A credit card 
inserted on the side of the HLC holder can be used to slide the HLC code out if needed.
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